Vintage Jacoin Boy's Transistor Radio
No Model Number, AM Band, 2 Transistors, Made In Japan, Circa 1960 - 1961

The Nation Protests for Abortion Rights
"Protests have taken place across the US since the Supreme Court overturned the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision guaranteeing a woman's right to choose whether or not to carry a pregnancy to term. COVID, Race and Democracy caught voices from the rally in San Francisco."

Round-Table on Teen Mentoring
Join WXOX station manager Sharon Scott and Next Wave Director Max Selby as they share the latest on their summer program for teens.
"At the Next Wave Teen Academy, student DJ's get hands on experience with the equipment in the ART-FM studio and obtain the FCC training required for FM Broadcasting. During the course of the week, each student produced a 30 minute live radio program for the station."

The round-table discussion for this topic will be on Thursday, July 7th, 3 pm central time. Meeting link.
KRBX Celebrates Matt Hicks
Boise, Idaho

“This Spring, the Radio Boise Community lost a true friend in Matt Hicks.”

“Matt served as vice chair on the board and on the internal affairs, external fairs, and executive committees at Radio Boise. He was eager to help with legal matters and held no quarter when it came time to delve into complex lease negotiations. He did this all for free and without any regard for receiving fanfare for it. Most of all, Matt’s enthusiasm for our little corner of the music underground was profound.”

“We can only express sadness he is no longer with us, and gratitude for the enormous legacy he’s left behind. We imagine a higher plane somewhere, a turntable with a scratchy record on it, still churning out the sounds of Hüsker Dü’s Zen Arcade, and a timeless, wiry 18-year-old moshing without ever getting tired.”

FCC Inspections
From the Radio for People monthly meeting:

“It looks like the field offices will begin doing inspections again. There usually is no 'warning' that they are coming to do an inspection – they just show up. Sometimes they will call before arriving.”

“The inspections are less likely to happen at an LPFM because there are so few requirements. Make sure your staff and volunteers are ready: they need to know how to get to the EAS logs and the station logs.”

LPFM Self-Inspection checklist on Recnet
FCC full-power broadcast station checklist

New in AudioPort
EcoJustice Radio (Hour)
Produced by SoCal 350 Climate Action

“EcoJustice Radio presents environmental and climate stories from a social justice frame, featuring voices not necessarily heard on mainstream media.”

“Our purpose is to amplify community voices, broaden the reach of grassroots-based movements, and inspire action. We investigate solutions for social, environmental, and climate issues with an eye to advance human health, steward wild landscapes, and solve the climate crisis across the USA and the world.”

Unsubscribe here